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January 24, 2020
Costar Video Systems Announces Plans to Unveil The New Cloud-Based Video
Management Software StarNET PRO At ISC West 2020

Coppell, Texas – January 24, 2020 – Costar Video Systems, a subsidiary of Costar
Technologies, Inc. (OTC Markets Group: CSTI), will deliver live demonstrations of it’s latest
cloud-managed video management software StarNET PRO from booth 8045 at the upcoming
ISC West exhibition and conference. The three-day security industry event will be held at the
Sands Expo Center in Las Vegas, NV, March 18-20, 2020.
Costar’s StarNET PRO Software is a surveillance solution scalable for small to enterprise
business customers. Sporting an intuitive GUI, this suite makes it easy for installers and those
unfamiliar with IT networks to easily navigate its rich feature set of powerful recording options.
The StarNET Pro software includes a suite of new integrated software tools that can be used to
monitor and control the new cloud management resources. This includes advanced control over
the administration of public and private deployments of the software all allowing for greater
personalization for the demands of any business.
Providing a general-purpose video recording application, StarNET PRO meets a wide range of
surveillance needs. From cameras to recorders to the user interface and beyond, this software
delivers on a premium experience. Designed with one-time charge options, the tiered cost
structure allows customers to pick and choose the features needed instead of purchasing
unnecessary additions.
StarNET Pro is the perfect solution for project-based surveillance roll outs. When the time
comes to transform and update a project, this offering will allow Costar Video Systems
customers to seamlessly integrate their client’s requirements. In addition, utilizing Costar’s
family of cameras, keyboards, recorders, extended storage products, analytics appliances, and
more will help ensure a future-proof surveillance solution.
Born out of Costar’s deep understanding of the surveillance market, StarNET PRO is a premier
surveillance software solution. It is prepared to meet and excel customer’s needs and provides
a scalable solution for a wide range of customer applications.
To learn more about StarNET Pro, please visit the ‘About StarNET’ page or visit
www.costarvideo.com.
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###
About Costar Video Systems
Costar Video Systems designs, manufactures, and distributes a full range of security solutions
for the video surveillance markets. Products include analog and IP cameras, monitors, lenses,
digital and network video recorders, all marketed under the Costar brand name. Costar’s
products are utilized in many high profile, large scale installations by a diverse range of
customers in the retail, financial, and commercial markets. A full range of video surveillance
products are sold through dealers, distributors, and system integrators across the nation.
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